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When Do Research Consortia Work Well and Why?
Evidence from Japanese Panel Data
By

LEE

G.

BRANSTETrER AND MARIKO SAKAKIBARA*

We examine the impact of a large number of Japanese government-sponsored
research consortia on the researchproductivityof participatingfirms by measuring
their patenting in the targeted technologies before, during, and after participation.
Consistentwith the predictions of the theoretical literature on research consortia,
we find consortium outcomes are positively associated with the level of potential
R&D spillovers within the consortiumand (weakly) negatively associated with the
degree of product market competition among consortium members. Furthermore,
our evidence suggests that consortia are most effective when theyfocus on basic
research. (JEL 032, 031, L52)

If technologicalinnovationis the most important force driving economic growth in the long
run,then publicpolicies designedto promoteand
encouragetechnologicalinnovationtake on substantial importance.This paper investigates the
impact of Japan's decades-old experimentwith
one such policy instrument:publicly organized
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and supportedresearchconsortia.Thereis a longstandingdebateconcerningthe role these consortia have played in Japan'stechnologicaldevelopment.This debatehas implicationsbeyondJapan's
borders,becauseJapaneseresearchconsortiahave
been and continueto be emulatedby nationsin
Europe,NorthAmerica,andelsewherein Asia.
Following A. Michael Spence (1984), a large
theoreticalliteraturehas developed over the last
15 years that has analyzed the possible benefits
of research consortia as tools by which R&D
externalities could be internalized. Important
contributionsinclude Michael L. Katz (1986),
Claude d'Aspremont and Alexis Jacquemin
(1988), Morton I. Kamien et al. (1992), Kotaro
Suzumura (1992), Dermot Leahy and J. Peter
Neary (1997), Yannis Katsoulacos and David
Ulph (1998), and Kamien and Israel Zang
(2000), among others. Much of this theoretical
literaturehas sought to identify the conditions
underwhich consortiaare likely to lead to welfare-improving outcomes. Up to this point,
however, little has been done to confront the
empiricalpredictionsor implicationsof this literaturewith data in a systematic way.' In this

1
Thoughtherehas been empiricalwork on researchconsortia,it has tendedto be qualitativeor descriptiveratherthan
econometric(e.g., Scott Callon, 1995; Rose Marie Ham and
David C. Mowery, 1995).Much of the pasteconometricwork
has focusedon a single researchconsortium,such as in Douglas A. Irwin and Peter J. Klenow (1996). We know of no
econometricstudiesthathave attemptedto directlyassess the
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paper,we seek to addressthis gap betweentheory to the theoretical literature-the work of Katz
andempiricalanalysis.While we will not directly (1986). However, these implications also
emerge from the other key papers in this theotest the propositionsof these theoreticalmodels,
retical literature.In Katz's model, the welfare
we will assess the empiricalimportanceof conimpact of research consortia depends on the
sortiumattributesemphasizedby these models in
values of two key attributes.The firstof these is
explainingconsortiumperformance.
the level of R&D spillovers within a consortium.
We examine the impact of a large numberof
In this model, the "effective"R&D of a firm is
researchconsorJapanesegovernment-sponsored
tia on the researchproductivityof participating the sum of its own R&D expenditureand the
firmsby measuringtheirpatentingin the targeted R&D spilloversit receives throughparticipation
technologiesbefore, during,and after participa- in a researchconsortium.2Throughthese R&D
spillovers, firmscan realize cost reductions(the
tion. Among the empiricalchallenges we con"output"of R&D) above and beyond what they
front, the sample-selectionproblem-only firms
could obtain if they had to rely solely on their
with strongR&D capabilitiesparticipatein consortia-is probablythe single greatesteconomet- own R&D expenditures.3In general,the greater
the potential level of R&D spillovers within
ric problem facing any analysis seeking to
consortia, the greater the equilibrium level of
measure the impact of governmentsupporton
R&D expenditureby member firms. However,
commercialR&D activity (Tor J. Klette et al.,
Katz points out that under certain conditions,
2000). Ourrichdataset enablesus to examinethe
R&D consortia can be welfare enhancingimpact of consortiaat several differentlevels of
even when they reduce the actuallevel of R&D
aggregation,so thatwe can addressissues of samexpenditure-because the effective level of
ple selection, causality,and the unmeasuredhetR&D (and therefore, R&D output) is raised
erogeneityof participatingfirms.Consistentwith
the predictionsof much of the theoreticallitera- through spillovers. Higher levels of effective
R&D lead directly to higher levels of welfare
ture, we find thatconsortiumoutcomesareposisince, in these models, R&D reducesproduction
tively associatedwith the level of potentialR&D
spillovers within the consortium and generally costs, increases output, and lowers prices.
The second key attributeis the level of ex
negativelyassociatedwith the degree of product
marketcompetitionamongconsortiummembers, post product market competition among the
though this latterrelationshipis less statistically firms participatingin the research consortium.
Some-perhaps all-of the private benefits of
robust. Furthermore,our evidence suggests that
cooperativeR&D, in terms of raising firm proftheseconsortiaaremost effectivewhenthey focus
its, could be dissipatedthroughproductmarket
on basic research.
Afterwe summarizethe empiricalimplications competition. When the level of productmarket
competition among participating firms is inof the theoreticalliteraturein Section I, we protense, the gain in profitsto a single participating
vide in SectionII backgroundinformationon government-sponsoredresearchconsortia in Japan. firm through reduced production costs is neSectionIII analyzesthe overallimpactof research gated by the accompanyingfall in the costs of
consortiaover time. SectionIV examinesthe relaandconcharacteristics
tionshipbetweenconsortium
sortiumoutcomes.SectionV concludesthe paper.
2
It is useful to emphasize that consortiahave effects on
I. Theoretical Predictions and
Empirical Propositions

For concreteness, we review the empirical
implicationsof one importantearly contribution

empiricalimplicationsof the theoreticalwork by Katz and
others.Some of the recentempiricalliteratureis summarizedin
StephenMartin(2001) and Donald Siegel (2001).

both R&D input (the actual resources expended by the
participatingfirms) and R&D output (the results of that
expenditure).
3While Katz only considers the case in which R&D
spillovers are "substitutes"for own-firmR&D, we allow for
the possibility of technological complementarity.In such a
case, the R&D activities of other firms could actually raise
the productivityof the firm's own R&D expenditure.The
work of RichardC. Levin andPeterC. Reiss (1988), Wesley
M. Cohen and Daniel A. Levinthal(1989), and Kamien and
Zang (2000), suggests thatthis kind of spillover expandsthe
range of equilibria under which consortia are welfare enhancing.
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its rivals. In this case, the principaleffect of cooperativeresearchis to lower the productprice
andraise consumersurplus,not profits.Anticipating this outcome, firms will seek to set lower
levels of R&D in the cooperative"consortium"
stage thanwould obtainin an equilibriumwithout
researchconsortia.Ceterisparibus,a greaterlevel
of competitionreducesthe effectivelevel of R&D
input,and thus reducesR&D output,leadingto a
decreasein welfare.4
The net impact of R&D consortia will depend, in a critical way, on the values of these
two key attributes.The key innovation of our
paper is that we provide quantitativemeasures
of these attributesfor individual research consortia. Thus, we can empirically estimate the
impact of these attributeson the R&D outputof
the participatingfirms in linear and nonlinear
regression models, controlling for R&D input.
Following a line of argument similar to Katz,
we presumean increasein researchoutputleads
to increased social welfare.
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ing participantsfor consortia formed since the
early 1980's, the governmentgenerally sought
to bring together firms with complementaryresearch assets.7 This implies the level of intraconsortium spillover could be quite high.
Consortiaoften broughttogetherfirmsthatwere
not direct rivals in the product market, and
they often targeted markets where Japanese
firms played a small role in global production
and trade. Both factors worked to minimize
the potential negative effects of R&D consortiaon industryprofits.Finally, priorto 1990,
many if not most of the patents that directly
emerged from the research undertakenwithin
government-sponsoredresearchconsortia were,
by government directive, assigned not to the
participating firms but to the research consortia themselves.8 We obtained data on the
patents assigned to these consortia as well as
those assigned to participants.
III. Estimating the Overall Time Path of
Benefits from Research Consortia

II. R&D Consortiain Japan5
A. Measurementof ConsortiumOutcomes
The empiricalanalysis in this paperuses data
on all company-to-companycooperative R&D
projectsformedwith a degree of governmentinvolvementfrom 1980 through1992. This dataset
was collected from each ministrythroughdirect
contactsafterexamininga wide rangeof govemment white papersand othergovernmentpublications, and is as close as possible to an exhaustive
list of all the government-sponsored
R&D consortia in Japanduringthattime period.6
In general,JapaneseR&D consortiainvolved
some government subsidization of consortia
R&D expenditures,lowering the effective cost
of R&D. Secondly, the government generally
sought (not always successfully) to encourage
complete disseminationof all researchresultsto
the participatingfirms. Furthermore,in select4Following Spence (1984), if one thinks of a productas
the services it delivers to the consumer, and R&D reduces
the cost of delivering those services, then "product-innovation" R&D could be modeled in the same way as "costreducing"R&D.
5 We note that this section draws heavily from Branstetter and Sakakibara(1998).
6 The data on consortiawere originallypreparedfor Can
JapanCompete?by MichaelE. Porteret al. (2000). Forfurther
detailson constructionof thesedata,see Sakakibara(1997a,b).

Before investigatingthe relationshipbetween
consortiumcharacteristicsand consortium outcomes, we first identify the overall impact of
research consortia on participating firms' research output and the time path of that impact.
In Katz's model, the only "output"of a successful R&D project is a reductionin the marginal
productioncosts of firms. Because of the long,
variable lags involved in converting a research
advance into a process improvement(or a new
product),it is practicallyimpossible to measure
the effect of R&D consortia on marginal cost
with any degree of accuracy,particularlywhen
the participatingfirms are large, multiproduct
firms and the consortiaeach targetonly a small
partof the firms' product/technologyportfolios.
Patentsprovide a more direct and easily measured index of the innovative output associated
with research consortia. We assume Japanese
firms patent a fraction of their economically
7 Our analysis focuses on consortia formed between
1980 and 1992.
8 This policy clearly createsboth a moralhazardproblem
and a measurementproblem. We consider both in subsequent sections of the paper.
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useful innovations, though this fraction can be
allowed to vary across firms and industries.
Providedthis assumptionis correct,the ultimate
impact of a consortium on its members' innovation can be measured by looking at the increase in patenting in the targeted technologies
registeredby the participatingfirms during and
after the consortium.9
B. Data
For every consortium,we know which firms
participated,the total R&D budget of the consortium, the government's contribution, the
consortium's duration, and its technological
goals. With the aid of the JapanesePatent Office, we have been able to constructa mapping
from the descriptionof the consortiumgoals in
the official programdocumentationto codes or
groupsof codes in the InternationalPatentClassification system. This mapping allows us to
measurethe patentingof consortiumfirmsin the
targeted technologies.'0 When we aggregate
across participatingfirms within a consortium,
such that the consortium itself is the unit of anal-

ysis, we can addto ouroutputmeasurethe patents
takenout in the name of the consortiumitself.
In additionto informationon firms' patenting
in the targeted classes in Japan, we have also
constructedmeasures of firms' patentingin the
targeted classes in the United States. Having
this alternativepatent series provides us with a
useful robustnesscheck. In taking out a patent
in the United States, a Japanese firm has to
translatethe patentapplicationandreformatit in a

9 There are obvious issues of causal inference that later
sections will address. Note that survey evidence presented
by Akira Goto and Akiya Nagata (1997) suggests that
Japanesefirms patent a substantialfractionof theirprocess
innovations as well as their productinnovations.
10 It is importantto point out that our mappingfrom the
technological goals of a consortium to the related patent
classes almost certainly capturesinnovations that were related to but not necessarily part of the actual goals of the
consortium.This is useful in that it allows participationin a
consortium to have a positive impact on R&D in related
fields. It is potentiallyproblematicin that it may systematically overstatethe actualinnovativeoutputresultingfrom a
given consortium.However, if we find an increase in patenting in the classes relatedto a consortiumat precisely the
time a consortiumis being undertaken,then it is likely that
this increase may be driven-at least in part-by the consortium.
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way that conformsto the very differentrequirements and proceduresof the U.S. patentsystem.
Interviewswith Japanesefirmsand empiricalevidence suggest Japanese firms will only go
throughthis additionaltroublefor the ideas that
they perceive, at least ex ante, to have the most
promise." Thus,the U.S. patentseriesprovideus
with a "quality-adjusted"
streamof patents.'2
Sample statisticsof the data used for our empirical analyses are presentedin Table 1. This
gives data on the cross section of consortia.' 3
Matchingthe consortiumdata to firm-leveldata
yields usabledataon about 145 consortia.As the
standarddeviationsfor each variablemake clear,
thereis substantialheterogeneityacrossconsortia
in termsof the mix of participants,theirpreexisting technologicalstrengthsin the targetedareas,
and the total resourcesexpendedon the consortium.Dataon R&D spending,patenting,andmost
othervariablesfor participating
firmsareavailable
from 1980 through1994.
C. Overall Time Path of Impact
If R&D consortia were "successful,"in that
they stimulatedor enhancedresearchproductivity, then, controlling for research inputs and
preexisting technological strength, we should
observe a consortium-inducedincrease in patenting in the targetedarea. However, unless we
can compare ex post trends in the patenting of
participatingfirms to those of similar firms that
did not participate,it is difficult to get around
the sample-selection problem identified in the
introduction.Fortunately,our data set allows us
to break up the individual consortia into the
participating firms. For most consortia, these
participatingfirms can be matchedto a broadly
comparableset of nonparticipants.This disaggregationallows us, at least in principle,to take
" Furthermore,whereas our Japanesedata are based on
patentapplications,our U.S. data are based on patentgrants
(dated by year of application)-that is, applications that
have been judged by the U.S. patentoffice to be sufficiently
innovative to merit a patent grant. Data sources are discussed in the Data Appendix.
12 Rebecca Henderson and lain Cockburn (1996) have
also used patents taken out in multiple countries as a
"quality-adjusted"measureof innovative output.
13 We emphasize that these sample statistics are drawn
from only one of several alternative "cuts" of the data
employed in this paper.
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TABLE 1-SUMMARY

Total patents
Total U.S.
patents
Real budget
Pre-project
patents
Real indirect
inputs

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Number of patent applicationsby
consortium i and member
firms in the targeted
technology class
Number of patent applicationsby
all firms in Japanin the
targetedtechnology class
Number of U.S. patent grants in
targetedclasses

178

12,750

28,604

0

151,871

178

54,589

76,063

218

313,486

178

333.7

720.2

0

4,265

Total consortia budget for
consortium i in 1990 million
yen
Five-year average patentingin
the targetedclasses by
consortium i participantsprior
to the start of a consortium
Inputs to consortium i spilling
over from other overlapping
consortia, in 1990 million yen

178

9,553

22,657

131

264,753

171

1,208

2,477

0

14,855

178

18,059

31,372

0

184,223

178

86.3

3.56

80

92

Distance in technological space
between two firms, averaged
for all pairs in consortium i
Number of meetings between
two firms in productmarkets,
divided by the numberof
marketsin which a firm is
active, averaged for all firms
in consortiumi
Likert scale variable, averaged
across participantsin
consortium i, measuring
degree to which consortium
researchwas basic research
Likert scale variable measuring
degree to which consortium
researchwas centralized

156

0.473

0.211

0

0.981

152

0.169

0.169

0

0.7702

53

3.15

0.537

2

4.67

53

2.54

0.634

1.5

4

Likert scale variable measuring
degree of diversity in industry

53

3.20

0.553

1.9

4.5

Description

Startingyear
of project
Technological
proximity
Productmarket
proximity

Basic
technological
orientation
Centralization
of
organization
Industrymix

STATISTICS

Number of
Observations

Variable Name
Project
patenting

147

Minimum

Maximum

mix

a "difference-in-differences"approach to the
data.14
14 Along with these advantagesof disaggregationcome
two very importantdisadvantages.First, we cannot apportion the patents taken out in the name of the consortiumto
the individual firms, which means we cannot fully capture
the innovative output of consortia at this level. Second, we
do not have perfect informationon how governmentsubsidies or the participatingfirms' total privatecontributionsto
the consortiumresearcheffort were divided across firmsand
years. This means firms' R&D inputs are, at best, measured

To estimate the consortium-induced increase, if any, on innovative output, we take
the participation of firm i in consortiumj in
year t as the unit of analysis, and we count all

with considerableerror. Because these measurementproblems are slightly less problematic when one aggregates
across the firms in a given consortium, we also experimented with regression analysis at the consortiumlevel of
aggregation. Some results from this level of aggregation
will be presentedin this paper, for comparisonpurposes.
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the patents taken out in the targeted area(s) by
each participating firm in the years prior to,
during, and after the joint research project
undertakenby the consortium.'5 These annual
patent counts are then regressed on a number of explanatory variables.16 Real budget
represents our estimate of the total research
resources-private funds and public subsidies
expended by firm i in consortiumj in year
t on the technologies targeted by that consortium. Unless otherwise specified, this variable
and all other measures of research inputs are
measured in logs, in order to obtain regression coefficients with an elasticity interpretation. Pre-project patents denote the average
patenting by firm i in the technology classes
targeted by consortium j prior to the start of
that consortium, with the average taken over a
five-year window prior to the official start
date of the consortium. This variable is included to control for the preexisting technological strengths of consortium participantsin
the targeted classes. Real indirect inputs give
our best estimate of the resources that may
have "seeped in" to the inputs of firm i as a
consequence of its participation in overlapping consortia (that is, other consortia whose
technological goals overlap with those of consortium j) in year t.17 Note that here, and
throughout the paper, t is measured with respect to the inception of consortium j, rather
than "calendar time."
A skeptical view of research consortia
would be that any positive impact on the
innovative output of participating firms is
produced entirely by the resources, public
and private, expended on the project. If we
find an increase in research output that remains even after controlling for consortium-

thank Adam Jaffe for this suggestion.
In estimating linear regression models, we confront
the problemthat a numberof observationsof our dependent
variable (and some observations of our independent variables) have values of zero. To avoid the problem of taking
the log of zero, we first add "1" to each observation.This
transformationis standardin the R&D/productivityliterature. Regressions using count data models yield qualitatively similar results. These results and other additional
results whose tables are not presentedhere are reportedin
Branstetterand Sakakibara(2000).
17 Issues regarding the measurement of these indirect
inputs are discussed furtherin the Data Appendix.
'5We
16
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related increases in R&D inputs, then this
would constitute evidence that consortia actually enhance research productivity. We test
for such an increase by estimating a set of
dummy variables to capture the change in
patenting associated with the individual years
after the inception of the consortium. For
instance, in our basic specification, year 0
dummy represents a dummy variable that
takes a value of I in the year of the inception
of the consortium, and 0 otherwise. Other
dummy variables correspond to lags of set
length after the inception of the consortium.18
A more complete exploitation of the information provided by our "control" (that is,
nonparticipating) firms would require a modification to this approach in which we estimate two "time paths" using two sets of
dummy variables. The first set of year dummy
variables captures the changes over time in
patenting in the targeted technologies that are
common to Japan's technologically elite
firms, both participantsand nonparticipants.'9
If consortia are only created in "hot" technological areas, in which there would have been
an increase in patenting even in the absence
of the consortia, then this first set of year
dummy variables will capture that effect. The
second set of year dummy variables captures
those changes that are unique to participating
firms. If these year dummy variables are significantly different than zero, then that would
suggest participation in consortia has a positive impact on the research outcomes of participating firms.
D. Results at the Firm-Consortium Level

For comparisonpurposes, column (1) of Table 2 provides the results of a regression of the
initial specificationon data aggregatedup to the
consortium level. Column (1) reports results
from a linear specification, using the log of

18 Consortiumdurationin our sample runs from 1 to 13
years, with half of all consortiaending 4 to 8 years after the
official inception.
19 Sample firms were pre-selected on the availability of
R&D data and patent data in both Japan and the United
States. Obviously, we oversample R&D-intensive firms,
hence our characterizationof both the participantsand the
control sample as "technologicallyelite" firms.
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TABLE2-TIME PATHOF BENEFITS

Dependent variable:(1) consortiumpatenting (assigned to firms and consortia) in the
targeted area in year t; (2) and (3) firm patentingin the targetedarea in year t

Variable
Year 0 dummya
Year 1 dummy
Year 2 dummy
Year 3 dummy
Year 4 dummy
Year 5 dummy
Year 6 dummy
Year 7 dummy
Year 8 dummy
Year 9 dummy
Year 10 dummy
Year 11 dummy
Year 12 dummy
Real budget
Real indirect inputs
Pre-projectpatents
Number of observations

(3)
(2)
Time
(1)
Negative Binomial
Model
Coefficients for
Linear Model
(ConsortiumLevel) (Firm-ConsortiumLevel)
Participants
0.131
(0.058)
0.225
(0.058)
0.275
(0.061)
0.323
(0.061)
0.298
(0.068)
0.308
(0.072)
0.262
(0.077)
0.178
(0.085)
0.247
(0.084)
0.301
(0.120)
0.391
(0.125)
0.371
(0.135)
0.343
(0.190)
-0.037
(0.019)
0.031
(0.006)
0.926
(0.007)
2,163

0.099
(0.065)
0.214
(0.064)
0.368
(0.062)
0.450
(0.064)
0.354
(0.068)
0.441
(0.069)
0.751
(0.070)
0.839
(0.074)
0.855
(0.077)
0.502
(0.108)
0.531
(0.121)
0.571
(0.135)
0.629
(0.156)
0.028
(0.006)
0.036
(0.003)
1.14
(0.004)
40,635

0.488
(0.071)
0.446
(0.070)
0.351
(0.068)
0.375
(0.069)
0.545
(0.073)
0.554
(0.074)
0.320
(0.075)
0.169
(0.079)
0.132
(0.083)
0.623
(0.120)
0.687
(0.134)
0.768
(0.150)
1.04
(0.174)

Notes: Real budget, real indirect inputs, pre-projectpatenting,and the dependentvariablein
the linear model are measuredin logs. Standarderrorsare in parentheses.
a
Year 0 indicates the year of the inception of a consortium.

counts of Japanese patent applications in the
targeted areas as the dependent variable.
These results are graphed out in Figure
1, which plots the coefficients on our time
dummy variables against the years to which
they correspond, along with the 95-percent
confidence bounds.
In contrast,columns (2) and (3) of Table 2
presentresults from data at the finn-consortium
level. Note that, in these columns, we regard
firm i's participationin consortiumj as a separate event from firm i's participationin con-

sortium k. We regress patenting on inputs,
preexisting technological strength (calculated
for the individual firms), and the two sets of
dummy variablesdescribedabove. Columns (2)
and (3) are taken from a Negative Binomial
specification, which uses counts of Japanese
patent applications in the targeted area as the
dependentvariable. The coefficients in column
(3) measurethe performanceof the participants
relative to the "benchmark"level of performance common to both participantsand controls, and these coefficients are graphed out in
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Source: Table 2, column (1)'s coefficients of consortium year dummies and the 95-percent confidence bounds. These
results are taken from the consortium level of aggregation.
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Source: Table 2, column (3)'s coefficients of consortium year dummies for participantsand the 95-percent confidence
bounds. These results are taken from the firm-consortiumlevel of aggregation.

Figure 2, along with the 95-percent confidence
bounds.
Briefly summarized,these results suggest that
both participants and nonparticipantstend to
increase their patentingin the targetedtechnologies after the inception of a consortium.20
However, the marginal increase of participants'

patenting in the targeted area, relative to the
control firms, is large and statistically significant.21 The shape of this marginal effect on
20
This could be interpretedas evidence of "spillovers"
of the results of consortiaresearchto technologically active
nonparticipants.
21 Linear and Negative Binomial models using U.S. patents as the dependentvariableand incorporatinga "calendar
time" trend yielded qualitativelysimilar results.

innovative output is also interesting. On average, this marginalimpact tends to level off or
decline in magnitudeand lose statistical significance in the fourthto eighth year afterthe consortium's inception, increasing substantially
thereafter.This is the point around which the
averageconsortium'sofficial durationis ending.
Why does Japanesepatentingin the targeted
area by the participatingfirms level off-even
begin to decline-as most consortiaare ending,
then increase substantiallythereafter?We suspect the reason is linked to the requirement,
which held for many of the consortiawe looked
at, that patents taken out directly as a function
of consortiumresearch were to be assigned to
the consortium,preventing the firm from fully
appropriatingthe benefits of its researchwithin
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the consortium.Given this restriction,there was
obviously an incentive to delay patentinguseful
discoveries until after the consortiumofficially
ended. The time path of benefits is quite consistent with the view that this "moral hazard"
problem existed, and that firms behaved in an
opportunisticmanner.22
Our approach would more closely approximate the "difference-in-differences" studies
undertakenin the labor economics literatureif
we included firm and consortium fixed effects. Unfortunately, the inclusion of fixed
effects makes it difficult to estimate two statistically distinct time paths. However, it is
possible to estimate a fixed-effects model using a more "parametric"approach to the estimation of the "time path of benefits."23We
can construct for each firm-consortium-year
observation (both participating firms and controls) a dummy variable corresponding to 1
during the official duration of the consortium
(zero otherwise), a time trend which dates
from the inception of consortium j, and the
square of this time trend. Then we estimate
another dummy variable equal to 1 during the
duration of the consortium only if firm i is a
participant in consortium j, zero otherwise.
Similarly, we construct the time trend and its
square where these variables are nonzero only
if firm i is a participantin consortiumj. This
allows us to trace out, albeit less precisely, the
general shape of the time path of changes in
patenting in the targeted area for all firms and
then the impact of participationon the participating finns only relative to that baseline.
Results from such a specificationsuggest participatingfirmsreceive a statisticallysignificant
boost in performanceover the level of nonparticipantsthat persists over time.24However, the

22
These results are also consistent with the view thatthe
knowledge obtainedthroughthe consortiawas incorporated
in the firms' own researchprogramsafterthe official ending
of the joint researchprograms,and after the consortia each
firm conducted substantialresearchin the consortia-related
areas.
23 In these specifications, the participationof firm i in
consortiumj was considered to be the cross-sectional unit.
A fixed effect was incorporatedfor each such unit.
24 A complete set of results from a specification of this
kind is reportedin Branstetterand Sakakibara(2000).
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increase in performanceis rathersmall in size
(on the orderof 5 percentusing U.S. patents as
the dependentvariable).While the results given
in Table 2 would seem to imply quite large and
persistent positive effects, the specifications
which most closely approximatea "differencein-differences" approach suggest that this impact is much more modest in size.
IV. Effectsof ConsortiumCharacteristicson
ConsortiumPerformance
In this section, we turn our attention to the
question of which consortia are more successful-and why. As we noted in Section I, the
theoreticalliteraturehighlights two characteristics of an R&D consortiumas critical determinants of its impact: spillover potential of the
consortium and the level of product market
competitionamongconsortiumparticipants.So it
is particularly
incumbentuponus to come up with
empiricalmeasuresof these characteristics.
There
are othercharacteristicsthatwe wish to take into
accountas well, includingthe govemance structure of consortia,their technologicalorientation
(basic versus applied research),and the mix of
participantsin terms of industryaffiliation.
In the empirical analysis in this section, we
concentrate our attention on time-invariant
characteristicsof consortia. While our initial
specifications exploited the full panel structure
of the data and gave us insight into the important question of the time path of benefits, many
of the variables on consortium characteristics
that we have at the consortium level (or the
firm-consortiumlevel) do not change over time.
Including them in a panel regression with a
time-seriesdimensionactuallycreatesstatistical
problems,as has been demonstratedby BrentR.
Moulton (1986). For that reason, it makes sense
to collapse the time-series dimension of the
data. What we do henceforth is measure consortium outcomes as the cumulated sum of
patenting in the targeted classes, taken over a
15-year horizon (or as much of this as the data
will allow) from the official inception of the
consortium. This sum will be regressed on
(summed) measures of research inputs, direct
and indirect, measures of pre-consortiumtechnological strength, and time-invariantconsortium characteristics.
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A. Technological Proximityof Participants
If the potential for R&D spillovers is strongest among firmswhich arepursuingresearchin
the same technological areas, then one needs a
quantitativeindex of the proximity of firms in
technology space.25Following Adam B. Jaffe
(1986), we employ such a measure, the T
coefficient.
Let a firm's R&D program be described by
the vector F, where Fi = (f1 fk) and each of
the k elements of F represents the firm's
research resources and expertise in the kth
technological area. This is measured by the
numberof patents held by a firm in a narrowly
defined technological field. We can measure
the "technological proximity" between two
firms by measuring the degree of similarity in
their patent portfolios, or more precisely, the
"distance" in "technology space" between
two firms i and j can be approximatedby Ti,
where T1i is the uncentered correlation coefficient of the F vectors of the two firms. This
is calculated by dividing FjF) by the square
root of the product of FjF' and FjFj. We
calculate a technological proximity measure
for each consortium for which we have sufficient data by averaging Ti1 for all pairs of
firms in a consortium. A number close to 1
implies a high degree of technological proximity, while a numberclose to 0 implies a low
degree of proximity.
For a subset of our firms and consortia for
which we have sufficientdata, we can calculate
a separatetechnological proximity measure for
each firm in each consortiumby averaging the
Ti term over all firms j not equal to i. This
constructiongives us a measure we can use in
an econometric specificationthat includes firm
and consortiumfixed effects.26
B. Product MarketProximityof Participants
Our measure of productmarketproximity is
calculated using data from Market Share in
25
However, it is certainly possible that there may be
important technological complementaritiesbetween "distant"technologies that measures of "technologicalproximity" may fail to capture.
26 We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this
approach.
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Japan, which is published by the Yano Research Institute(1984, 1990). This private Japanese market research firm tracks the market
shares of the top Japanesefirms in hundredsof
narrowly defined product markets.27We use
these datato count the numberof times a pairof
firms in a given consortium "meet"each other
in productmarkets.For each firm, a proximity
measure with respect to each other firm can be
calculated by dividing the number of product
marketsin which a meeting takes place by the
number of product markets in which firm i is
currently active. Two firms which meet one
another in a large number of product markets
are presumedto be more proximate to one anotherthanfirmsfor whom the set of overlapping
productsis small or zero.
However, our measureof proximitydoes not
guarantee symmetry. For any pair of firms, i
may be closer to j thanj is to i if i is in only one
product market (and meets j in that market)
whereasj is in 100 productmarkets,in only one
of which it meets i. For i, j is a majorand close
competitor,while for j, i's presence is negligible. This measure capturesthe asymmetriesof
productmarketcompetitionthat exist in the real
world between multiproductand single-product
firms of very different sizes. As in the case of
our technological proximity measures, we calculate productmarketproximityin two waysaveragingover all firms within a consortiumto
produce a consortium-specificmeasure and averaging within firms and consortiato produce a
firm-consortium-specificmeasure.
C. OrganizationalCharacteristics
Basic Technological Orientation.-For a
subset of firms and consortia in our database,
we have a rich set of qualitative variables recording Japanese R&D managers' perceptions
of variousaspectsof the consortia.28These variables were obtainedfrom a surveyconductedby
Sakakibara(1995, 1997a, b). Among the most
interesting and relevant of these survey responses are those pertainingto the natureof the
technologicalgoals of thejoint researchprojects
27
The data used in this papertrackfirm meetings in 591
distinct, disaggregatedproductmarkets.
28 These data cover 86 projects that had ended or were
close to completion in 1992.
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undertakenby the consortia. While obviously
highly subjective, the respondents' answers to
the following questions nevertheless provide
quite useful information on the technological
"ambitiousness"and technological "focus" of
the project.Questionsinclude the following: (1)
Rank the project outcomes along a spectrum
from basic to highly applied research.(2) How
ambitiouswas the goal of the project?(3) What
was the state of development of the subject
industry? The respondents' answers to these
questions were recorded on a five-point Likert
scale. These responses were then averaged for
participantsin the same project.Because a number of these variables measure similar factors,
there are potentialproblemsof multicollinearity
and interpretation.We collapse a number of
these variablesinto a simple linear combination
of the variablesthat serves as a univariatesummary statistic of the "basicness" of research
conductedin the consortium,with a largerindex
indicating that the consortium targeted more
basic research.
When R&D consortia focus on basic R&D,
the effective level of ex post product market
competition could be quite low, even if the
participants are quite proximate, in terms of
their currentproductportfolios. With our data,
we can measure the level of product market
competition along both of these dimensions.
Centralizationof ConsortiumOrganization.
A separateset of survey questionsdealt with the
management structure of the joint research
project undertakenby the consortia. Questions
asked on this topic include the following: (1)
Was there a central research laboratoryfor the
project?(2) To what extent was the consortium
researchundertaken"centrally"versus research
performedseparatelyby individual companies?
(3) How often did researchers from different
companies meet? (4) To what extent did the
consortium administrators try to keep the
projectunder "tight"control?As with the other
set of survey variables,we aggregateda number
of these into a single univariatemeasure of the
"centralization"of research,with a largerindex
indicatingthatthe projectwas implementedin a
more centralizedmanner.
Industry Mix/Wide Participation.-A third
set of survey questions dealt with the "partici-
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pation pattern"of firms in the consortia. This
provides useful informationon the "inclusiveness" of the consortium,such as the presenceof
firms from upstream/downstreamindustries.
Questions include the following: (1) How wide
was participation in your principal industry?
(2) How wide was participation from other
industries? (3) Did upstream or downstream
industries participate? The aggregated single
univariatemeasure is constructedsuch that the
larger the index, the greater the diversity in
terms of the industrymix of participatingfirms.
D. Results at the Firm-ConsortiumLevel
The impact of consortium characteristicson
consortium outcomes could be measured at a
number of different levels of aggregation.For
instance, we can use the consortiumitself as the
unit of analysis.29While interestingand potentially informative, the consortium-levelregressions are subject to a serious identification
problem. We would like to interpretthe coefficients on the characteristicsof our consortia as
giving us the marginaleffect of a unit change in
a given consortium characteristicon the outcome of a consortium. The problem with this
interpretationis thatthe coefficients on our consortium characteristicscould be reflecting differences in the participating firms across
consortia as much as they reflect the "ceteris
paribus"marginalimpact of a unit change in a
given consortiumcharacteristic.
In order to address this issue, we utilize our
"firm-consortium"cut of the data. We can collapse the time dimension of this data set, summing up measures of patent output and R&D
input over a fixed horizon beginning with the
inception of the consortium.However, even after collapsing the time dimension, we are left
with two other dimensions to our data set-the
project, or consortium,dimension, and the firm
dimension. This gives us critical leverage
aroundthe problemin the precedingparagraph.
Ideally we would like to conduct the following conceptual experiment:to examine how the
same firm would perform if, for example, we

29
Branstetterand Sakakibara(2000) reporta full set of
regressionresultsof outcomes on consortiumcharacteristics
using the consortiumitself as the unit of analysis.
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moved it from a consortiumwith a low level of
average technological proximity to one with a
high level of average technological proximity.
Since we observe the same firmsin a numberof
different consortia, a regression on our firmconsortiumpanel data set with firmfixed effects
allows us get close to this ideal experiment.
Holding the unobserved characteristics of
individual firms constant, we can trace out the
average marginalimpact of differences in consortiumcharacteristicson researchoutcomes.30
We would get even closer to this ideal experiment if we could also include consortiumfixed
effects. Our measured consortia characteristics
could potentially be correlated with unmeasured characteristicsof those same consortia.
Employing consortiumfixed effects providesus
with empiricalleverage concerningthis issue, at
least in principle. The practical problem with
including consortium fixed effects is that any
characteristicthat is the same across all firms
in a given consortium "falls out" with the
fixed effect. Unfortunately,some of our consortium characteristics are not available at the
firm-consortiumlevel, but only at the consortium level, and we are thus constrained from
including consortium fixed effects in some
specifications.
Given these constraints,there are two ways
of measuring the consortium-inducedboost to
firm patenting in the targetedpatent classes in
these data. One way is to regress the cumulated
sum of patentingin the targetedarea on inputs,
pre-project patenting, consortium characteristics, firm fixed effects, and, in some cases, consortiumfixed effects. Alternatively,we subtract
a cumulatedsum of pre-projectpatentingfrom
the output measure, and use this difference (or
in our case, the difference of the logs) as the
dependent variable. Table 3 takes both approaches to the estimation of the impact of
technological and productmarketproximity on
outcomes.
For comparisonpurposes, column (1) of Table 3 presentsresults from a Negative Binomial
model estimated at the consortiumlevel of aggregation. At this level of aggregation, it is
30 The specifications reportedin Tables 3 and 4 do not
include control firms. Similar specifications that included
control firms were tested and yielded qualitatively similar
results.
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impossible to include either firm or consortium
fixed effects. Furthermore,measuresof technological proximityand productmarketproximity
are averagedacross participatingfirms within a
consortium.Nevertheless, we find that technological proximityand productmarketproximity
have the predicted effects on consortium outcomes. The formeris significantlypositive in its
effects, while the latteris significantlynegative.
In column (2), we move our analysis to the
firm-consortiumlevel. However, we continueto
use measuresof technological and productmarket proximitythat are consortiumspecific rather
than firm-consortiumspecific. The regressionis
run in logs, incorporatingfirm (but not consortium) fixed effects.31 Taking a slightly different
approach,column (3) presents results from the
"differences" specification suggested above,
where the dependentvariableis the differencein
the (log) patent output in the targeted area before and after the inception of the consortium.
In column (3), U.S. patentsin the targetedarea,
ratherthan Japanese patents, are used as indicators of innovative output. Columns (2) and
(3) illustrate that the estimated effects of our
two key consortium characteristics still have
the predicted signs and are still statistically
significant.

For all the reasons discussed above, an even
more stringenttest of our hypotheses would be
to insert firm-consortium-specificmeasures of
technological and product market proximity into a specificationwith both firm and consortium effects. When we construct these
firm-consortium-specificmeasures, we lose a
numberof observations,because we lack sufficient data to compute these measures for all
firms in all consortia. Furthermore,including
firm effects and consortium effects absorbs a
very large portion of the total variance in our
outcomes data. Given the loss of observations
and variancewe incurin takingthis approach,it
would perhaps not be surprisingif our econometric results lost some of their statistical
precision.

31 Attempts to estimate a fixed-effects Negative Binomial estimator with these data failed to achieve convergence.
32 The exception to this is that productmarketproximity
is not statistically significant at the conventional levels in
column (2).
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PROXIMITY
ANDPRODUCT
MARKET
LEVEL
PRoxIMrrY-FIRM-CONSORTIUM
TABLE3-TECHNOLOGICAL
Dependent variable:(1) consortiumpatentingin the targetedarea; (2) and (4) sum of firm patentingin the targetedarea;
(3) the difference of firm patentingin the targetedarea before and after inception of the consortium

(1)
Negative
Binomial
Model
(ConsortiumLevel)

(2)
Linear
Fixed-Effects
ModelLevels

(3)
Linear
Fixed-Effects
ModelDifferences
(U.S. Patents)

Technological proximity
(consortiumaverage)

0.950
(0.260)

0.471
(0.188)

0.636
(0.110)

Productmarket
proximity
(consortiumaverage)

-0.625
(0.315)

-0.216
(0.270)

-0.474
(0.162)

Variable

1.087
(0.317)
-0.464
(0.318)

Technological proximity
Product market
proximity
Real budget

(4)
Linear Fixed-Effects
Model-Levels
(U.S. Patents, Firm
and Consortium
Fixed Effects)

Firm's total R&D

0.281
(0.044)
0.010
(0.012)
N.A.

Firm fixed effects

No

0.003
(0.002)
0.033
(0.012)
0.177
(0.014)
Yes

Consortiumfixed effects

No

No

No

Yes

Number of observations

145

1,910

1,910

1,086

Real indirect inputs

0.027
(0.007)
0.017
(0.006)
0.049
(0.006)
Yes

-0.110
(0.073)
0.238
(0.244)
Yes

Notes: Real budget, real indirect inputs, firm's total R&D, and dependentvariables in linear models are measuredin logs.
Column (1) includes a measureof cumulativetotal patentingin the targetedarea, and columns (1), (2), and (4) include levels
of pre-projectpatenting.In column (3), levels of pre-projectpatentingare subtractedfrom the dependentvariable.Columns
(3) and (4) include a measureof the startingyear of the project, though these coefficients are not shown. Standarderrorsare
in parentheses.

Nevertheless, as can be seen from column (4)
of Table 3, when we include firm fixed effects,
consortium fixed effects, pre-projectpatenting,
and measures of private and public R&D input
as independentvariables, it is still the case that
our measures of technological proximity are
positive and statistically significant. On the
other hand, our measures of product market
proximity, though negative, are not statistically
significant at conventional levels.33 We view
the fact that our technological proximity
measures survive this test and the productmarket proximity measures do not survive it as
being essentially consistent with results re33 Since measureddirect R&D inputs are the same for all
firms within a given consortium, this variable is not included in the regression whose results are reportedin column (4).

ported in the next table, in which the impact of
productmarketproximityis systematicallyless
robust than that of technological proximity.
Column (4) uses U.S. patents as its measureof
innovative output, but we note that results obtained with Japanese patents are qualitatively
similar.34
Table 4 reports the results of regressions
similar to those in Table 3, except that here
34 Results using Japanese patents as the measure of innovative outputin a specificationwith firm and consortium
fixed effects indicate that the impact of technological proximity is positive and statistically significant, whereas the
impact of productmarketproximity is statisticallyindistinguishable from zero. The fact that the measuredimpact of
productmarketproximity is systematicallyless robustthan
technology proximitycould suggest that the formeris measuredwith substantiallygreatererrorin our data.For further
robustnesstests, see Branstetterand Sakakibara(2000).
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TABLE4-CONSORTIUM
CHARACTERISTICS
ANDOUTCOMEs-FIRM-CONSORTIUM
LEVEL
Dependent variable:The difference of firm patentingin the targetedarea before and after the inception of the consortium

Variables
Technological proximity
Productmarketproximity
Basic technological orientation
(consortiumaverage)

(1)
Linear
Fixed-Effects
Model

(2)
Linear
Fixed-Effects
Model

(3)
Linear
Fixed-Effects
Model

(4)
Linear
Fixed-Effects
Model

1.26
(0.340)
0.652
(0.491)
0.604
(0.104)

1.56
(0.350)
0.190
(0.504)

1.40
(0.349)
0.418
(0.505)

1.27
(0.342)
0.685
(0.494)
0.534
(0.122)

Centralizationof organization
(consortiumaverage)

0.045
(0.079)

Industrymix/wide participation
(consortiumaverage)

0.088
(0.098)
-0.279
(0.099)

-0.144
(0.136)

Firm fixed effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of observations

531

531

531

531

Notes: Regressions includedmeasuresof real budget, real indirectinputs, and firm's total R&D, thoughthese coefficients are
not shown in the table. These variablesas well as dependentvariablesare measuredin logs. Note that these models do not
include consortium fixed effects. Measures of pre-projectpatenting are subtractedfrom the dependent variable in these
specifications.Standarderrorsare in parentheses.

we add measures of consortiumorganizational
characteristics- basic research orientation,
"centralization"of the consortium governance
structure,and measures of "diversity"in terms
of the industryaffiliationof participatingfirms.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to obtain
firm-consortium-specific measures of these
characteristics.Recall that they were obtained
from a limited survey of participatingfirms,and
the number of firm responses within a given
consortium is too small. For this reason, we
use consortium-specific measures of these
attributes-and that precludesthe use of a consortium fixed effect.
The only organizationalattributewith robust
effects is the one for which the theoreticalliteraturegives us a clear interpretation-the basic
researchorientationof consortia.The more basic the researchconductedwithin a consortium,
the better the outcome. This is entirely consistent with theoretical predictions. Note that we
do not possess measuresof these organizational
characteristicsfor all firms or all consortia.Our
data set here is less thanone-thirdthe size of the
data set used in Table 3, column (3), for instance. Given this loss of observations,it is not
surprisingthat some of our measuredcharacter-

istics lose statisticalsignificance.The impact of
product market proximity switches sign (relative to what we found in Table 3), but is statistically indistinguishablefrom zero.
One final observation merits mention here.
In a number of specifications in Tables 3 and
4, the regression coefficients on our measures
of R&D inputs to consortia are quite small in
magnitude and in statistical significance.35
One interpretationof this is that the design of
a consortium matters much more than the
level of resources expended on it. Putting
more money into a consortium in which the
members have little prospect for technological spillover, little incentive to cooperate
given their overlap in the product market, and
little preexisting technological strength in the
targeted technologies will not help matters
much. Likewise, a well-designed consortium
may have beneficial effects even if the direct
subsidies expended are modest.36
35 Note that the measured impact of R&D inputs also
tends to be small in the specificationsreportedin Table 2.
36 An alternative explanation is that the small coefficients are primarily driven by measurementerror in our
R&D data.
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V. Conclusions
In this paper, we find strong evidence that
spillover potential, as measuredby our technological proximity variable, is positively related
to the outcomes of consortia, which is consistent with the predictions of much of the theoretical literature. We also find evidence that
researchconsortia are likely to have a stronger
positive impact when they conduct relatively
basic, ratherthan relatively applied, R&D. Our
evidence concerningthe impactof the degree of
productmarketcompetitionis generally consistent with theoretical predictions, though these
results are less statisticallyrobust.Anotherconsistent regularity in our empirical findings is
that the design of a consortium seems to be
more importantthan the level of resources expended on it in terms of explaining research
outcomes. Taken together,these results suggest
to us that the strategic reactions of firms to
consortium attributesidentified in the theoretical literatureare empirically importantin practice. This is a lesson that can and should be
incorporatedinto public policy.
Our results suggest what kinds of consortia
are likely to yield the highest returns on both
public and private investments and how these
benefits unfold over time. The empiricalframework in the paperis one thatcould be appliedto
researchconsortiain any country.It is our hope
that this paper will stimulate such evaluative
work. Partly as a result of economists' theoretical arguments,governments and firms around
the world have invested billions of dollars in
research consortia. Our profession would be
remiss if we did not provide some way of evaluating the impact of this investment.
DATA APPENDIX

This Data Appendix briefly describes our
data sources. A more detailed descriptionof the
data constructionprocess is available from the
authorsupon request.
Japanese patent data. Japanesepatent data
was obtained from the Japanese Patent Office
and the JapanPatent InformationOrganization
(JAPIO).Based on the descriptionsof the technological goals of each consortium,officials of
the JapanesePatentOffice identifiedthe classes
of the Japanesepatent system which were most
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closely relatedto those goals. We then acquired
from JAPIOcounts of patentapplicationsin the
targetedclasses (as well as overall patentapplications) for nearly 500 participatingfirms and
control firms.
U.S. patent data. The data on patents taken
out in the United States by Japanesefirms were
taken from the CASSIS CD-ROM, then
matched to the REI database at Case Western
Reserve University. Creating counts of U.S.
patentgrantdata in the targetedclasses required
us to create a mapping from the International
PatentClassificationsystem to the classification
system used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.
R&D data. The overall R&D spending of
individualJapanesefirmsare takenfrom several
consecutive issues of the Kaisha Shiki Ho,
published by Toyo Keizai, and the Nikkei
Kaisha Joho, published by the Nihon Keizai
Shimbunsha. All R&D expenditure data was
deflatedby the R&D price index constructedby
the Japanese Science and Technology Agency
and reportedin Gijutsu Yoran.
Other firm variables. Data on firm industry
affiliation and other variables are taken from
various issues of the JapanDevelopment Bank
CorporateFinance Database.
Accounting for inputs in consortia. To
measure and compare the real "R&D productivity" enhancing effects of consortia, we need
to account for the inputs that are invested into
these consortia.While we know the official total
budget of each consortium and the official duration of each consortium,we do not have detailed, consistent information on how these
expenditureswere allocatedacross participating
firms and over time. We are generally constrained to assume that expenditures were divided equally across participating firms and
across years of the consortium's operation.
However, even if we had perfect informationon
the allocation of expenditureacross participating firms and over time, we must acknowledge
that this would still not be an accuratemeasure
of the real contributionof firms.This is because
we know from firm interviews that, when firms
believed the technology being pursued within
the research consortium had a high degree of
commercialpotential,they would often conduct
a parallel research programon this technology
within the firm, to maximize their own firm's
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ability to commercialize this technology upon
the completion of the consortium.Because we
have no way of measuringthe distributionof a
firms' R&D spending across different technologies at a particularpoint in time, we have no
way of controlling for the existence of these
parallel internalresearchprograms.
Finmstendedto participatein multipleconsortia
and consortiatended to targetsimilarclasses of
technologies.Thus, therewas a considerabledegree of overlapin the consortia,both in termsof
participatingfirms and targetedclasses. The impactof previousconsortiais capturedby measures
of pre-consortiumpatentingin the targetedtechnologicalclasses. The impactof concurrentoverlappingconsortiais controlledfor in the following
manner.If firm i, currentlyparticipatingin consortiumX (the consortiumof our focus) is also
participatingin consortiumY (a concurrentconsortium),thenfirmi's shareof the totalbudgetfor
consortiumY is multipliedby the degreeof technological overlap between X and Y in terms of
targetedpatentclasses,andthisproductis imputed
to firmi as "indirectinputs"to its participationin
consortiumX. A similar imputationis done for
consortiathatfollow afterX andtargetsome of the
same firmsand classes.
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